
Figure S1 - Mutability adjusted proportion of singletons (MAPS) across region upstream of the acceptor site (including polypyrimidine tract region) split by 

changes from a pyrimidine to a purine (PyPu) vs all other changes in DDD unaffected parents (A) and ExAC data (B). Deficit of variants in genes with high pLI 

in unaffected parents recruited as part of DDD study across region upstream of the acceptor site (including polypyrimidine tract region) split by changes 

from a pyrimidine to a purine (PyPu) vs all other changes (C). 



Figure S2 – Positive predictive values (PPVs) for classes of splice and non-splice mutations with MAPS (DDD unaffected parents and ExAC) and proportion of 

unaffected DDD parental variants in high pLI genes (pLI > 0.9) 

 



Figure S3 – Outcomes of minigene assays for splicing validations 

 

 



 





Figure S4 - Proportion of variants in 13,750 unaffected parents of DDD probands which fall within genes with high pLI (>0.9) for pathogenicity score 

brackets (least to most severe), with Spearman correlation coefficient.  

 



 

Figure S5 - Mutability adjusted proportion of singletons (MAPS) calculated for pathogenicity score brackets (least to most severe), excluding canonical 

dinucleotide positions, in 13,750 unaffected parents from the DDD project, with Spearman correlation coefficient. 

 



 

Figure S6 - Proportion of variants in 13,750 unaffected parents of DDD probands which fall within genes with high pLI (>0.9) for pathogenicity score 

brackets (least to most severe), excluding canonical dinucleotide positions, with Spearman correlation coefficient.  

 



Table S1 – Details of variants selected for validation assay (hg19 coordinates) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gene of 
interest 

Variant Intron Splice 
annotation 

Strand Reason for validation Genomic region assayed Minigene assay outcome 

GLI3 7:42063221_G/C 9-10 acc -14 - PolyPy likely pathogenic 7:42063202-42063393 13bp intron retention 

MEF2C 5:88025173_A/C 8-9 acc -9 - PolyPy likely pathogenic 5:88025159-88025327 8bp intron retention 

CHD7 8:61763045_G/A 25-26 acc -7 + PolyPy likely pathogenic 8:61762849-61763057 5bp intron retention (mixed 
product) 

MBD5 2:149221493_G/C 8-9 don+5 + Don+5 likely pathogenic 2:149221483-149221651 12bp intron retention (mixed 
product) 

CREBBP 16:3819367_C/T 14-15   acc -13 - PolyPy likely pathogenic 16:3819349-3819526 11bp intron retention 

SMARCB1 22:24143120_T/G 3-4 acc -11 + PolyPy likely pathogenic 22:24142916-24143136 No effect on splicing 

DNM1 9:130988306_G/A 9-10 acc -8 + PolyPy likely pathogenic 9:130988199-130988319 6bp intron retention 

CTNNB1 3:41266439_T/G 3-4 acc -6 + PolyPy uncertain significance 3:41266294-41266450 No effect on splicing 

MEF2C control 5:88025173_A/G (paternal) 8-9 acc -9 - Negative control 5:88025159-88025327 No effect on splicing 

DNM1 control 9:130988302_C/T (maternal) 9-10 acc -12 + Negative control 9:130988199-130988319 No effect on splicing 


